WELCOME & SETTING INTENTIONS
A Powerful Tool For Creating Change
There are two primary things that generate our experience. Those are your
‘Attention’ and your ‘Intention’. Each is half the puzzle. Your attention is how you
experience you, your partner, and the world around you as it appears to you right now and
your intention is how you create what your experience will be. You are creating the future
in every interaction you are having based on what you expect to happen. It is one of the
most powerful tools we have for change and this is why we want you to take a moment to
set your intention for this course. A person who can be deliberate with their intention is an
incredibly powerful person and is poised to get the most out of life.
NOTE: Holding an intention, either for yourself or for someone else, is seeing them as if they
are already who they’d like to become, interacting with them as if they are that person
now, and believing this so completely that you would be surprised if they were anything
less.

RECOMMENDATION: Create a LOVE POD text thread to connect, track, and check-in with
each other. Share your intentions with each other. Check-in and track each other’s
attendance at the sessions and if anyone is in need of additional support from your pod.

We encourage you to get contact information with those in your LOVE POD so that you
can be in touch with each other during and after the sessions go check-in, give each other
mirrors, and bond and support one another to help reinforce what you are learning and
also to surround yourselves with others who also care about being great at loving each
other.

REFLECTION QUESTION
What brought you here now? What are you intending to experience as you participate
in this course? What future vision do you have of you, your partner, and your
relationship (if you happen to be in one right now)?
Creating A Relationship Vision Workbook
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COURSE AGREEMENTS
How To Participate In This Course
We’ve noticed that there are a few things that can set you up for get the most out of this
experience. In a culture of quick fixes and uncertain commitments that often don’t work,
we wanted to have you make some agreements with yourselves and with each other to
help set a positive trajectory for your participation with us over the coming weeks. We also
notice that when we bring a stable commitment and passionate devotion to the people
and things we care about, it creates the necessary foundation for us to feel safe enough to
expand and grow. Here are the 5 agreements we’d like you to make.

1.

Show up fully. You get back what you put in. You deserve it and your partner
deserves it too. Rather than spectating and passively taking in what you are
learning which is a common way we were taught to learn as children sitting at our
desks quietly and passively listening to our teachers. Instead, we want to encourage
you to actively engage in, interact with us, have conversations with your partner, your
love pods, bring up your disagreements, bring up what you resonate with, explore
new territory fully to try it on, do the exercises with your partner versus just reading
them and moving on. Give your love story the time, energy, and attention it
deserves for the duration of the course and already you’ll see big dividends in how
your relationship feels. Arrive at each session on time and ready.

2.

Come with an Open Mind. We ask you to participate in this course willing to have
your mind changed - especially where what you’ve been doing isn’t serving you. Be
teachable. We encourage your discernment - putting what you are learning to the
test to see what’s working...and this requires that you actually try on the new
concepts, practices, and teachings presented here.

3.

See it all the way through.

Complete the entire course. Don’t threaten the

relationship or bail out on yourself, your partner or this course. Agree to create a
stable commitment throughout the duration so that you have a foundation of safety
to expand and evolve into new perspectives, new ideas, and new frameworks.
Creating A Relationship Vision Workbook
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4.

Realize you are the author - no one can do it for you. Take charge of creating the
change you are wanting to see. Evolve the way you love.. Instead of evaluating and
asking, ‘How can my partner be different?’ we encourage you instead to ask yourself
‘What can I see differently?’. Don’t just go through the motions of watching the
videos each week. Listen not only with your ears, but with your eyes, your body, your
heart, and your spirit and notice what happens with this type of listening.
Sometimes, we can get caught up assuming we already know what’s being taught
when the deeper truth is that we don’t actually fully know something until we are
living it consistently in our lives. Conversely if some of these concepts are so new
they seem counter to what you’ve known before - we encourage you to try them on
these new ideas as potentially useful and see what happens if you operate this way
for the duration of the course.

5.

Ask For Support. If it goes sideways, use the material and reach out to get back on
track. You don’t have to suffer alone realize you can lean in to that question and the
various forms of support which include, asking questions during the sessions,
participating in our online facebook community, reaching out and booking 1:on:1
coaching sessions, come to our clubhouse rooms and dialogue with us, or you can
reach out to your love pod of other visionary couples just like you.

RECOMMENDATION: Commit to approaching this course with a sense of privilege and
play versus holding it as ‘work’. Either way we as individuals have to do our ‘work’ but
when we are in relationship, we have the privilege of doing it together. Bring some
lightness and fun to the endeavor vs a sense of heaviness, obligation and work.

REFLECTION QUESTION
What new habit or practice will you commit to, to make sure you have a great
experience of this course?

Creating A Relationship Vision Workbook
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WHAT IS EVOLVING LOVE?
The Language of Evolving Love
First and foremost, we want to evolve the way we love. Not just to make ourselves feel
better, or to have better sex, or to lead happier lives but fundamentally because we cannot
live in a world without war until we heal the war between the sexes.
Evolving the way we love has far reaching consequences. As we learn how to better resolve
the war going on inside us--the inner war that has us acting primarily out of wounding,
contraction, disintegration, and fear--we also learn how to stop replicating that war in our
relationships, interactions, economic and political structures, and ultimately the culture we
exist inside of.
We have the potential through our active role in evolving how we love one another to quite
literally impact the way we architect our world. It starts with healing the divide we feel
inside us - the divide between polarities.
The “conventional wisdom” for relationships includes unhealthy patterns and
misconceptions that Evolving love seeks to understand, update, and reconsider.

Definition Of Evolving Love
-

A Partnership that is in service to evolution - of each partner and the world they
inhabit”. Our willingness to be a conscious participant in evolving the way we love
one another, and the evolution of love itself.

-

A Love that is evolving me (and my partner). It is an evolving love (not just a
comforting love, or a reassuring love)

-

A Relationship that is a crucible that reforms us into our future selves. Love becomes
the mirror we use to see our blind spots and grow in the ways that are most
important to us.

Creating A Relationship Vision Workbook
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-

The magic that occurs at the intersection of two things that feel at first like polar
opposites which resolves the paradox such that no pole in its pure form is ever in
conflict or opposition to another. It is where “either/or” resolves into “both/and”.

-

An orientation to relationships where we realize we don’t have to give up one thing
(win-lose) in order to have another.

-

Where we meet more of ourselves at an intersection where we fully integrate the
light and shadow of both sides. That’s when we evolve. That is what evolves love.

Definition of Partnership vs a Relationship
-

A Relationship is two or more individuals with two individual and separate lives who
share time, space, care, and perhaps even their bedroom.

-

A Partnership is two or more individuals who are in a relationship in order to more
fully express and live a shared vision. A relationship where both are more able to
express their purpose together than they are able to do so separately. All
partnerships are relationships, but not all relationships are partnerships.

Definition of Polarity
-

Polarity is two opposite tendencies or aspects in a single system.

-

Polarities

are

not

opposing

each

other

but

are

actually

complementary,

interconnected, and interdependent - each giving rise to the other.
-

Polarities interact to form a dynamic system in which the whole is greater than the
sum of its parts and neither is complete without the other.

Definition of Relationship Vision
-

The set of values that you both are committed to, and a picture of how that impacts
your partnership and the world.

-

A relationship vision answers the questions, “Why are you in a relationship at all?
Why are you in partnership with each other?”

Creating A Relationship Vision Workbook
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THE ‘THIRD POLE’ OF YOUR RELATIONSHIP
Committing to A Larger Context For Your Relationship
In an ordinary relationship, the bond between two people is maintained through a
commitment to each other (from one pole to another):

While this does create a bond, it also leads to conflict over “who gets to decide” and a constant
push pull of different preferences. In this kind of a relationship, there is no external reference point
to resolve these differences, which often leads to resentment and eventually resignation or
break-up. You can easily get caught in a toxic cycle of control-collapse where one side or the other
is controlling and rigid while the other is collapsed and resigned.
Instead, extraordinary relationships are maintained by each person’s commitment to a third pole: A
higher vision and purpose for the relationship and both people in it.

The relationship vision, represented by the third pole, also creates a strong bond but this
bond is not based on push and pull of individual needs and wants. Instead your bond is
created by each person’s individual drive to fulfill on the purpose. This structure has a
built-in way of resolving conflicts and clearing out resentments and often leads to a long
and happy relationship. If you are as committed to the vision as you are to the other
person, you avoid the common push and pull of compromise and allow each of you to
continually evolve toward the relationship’s higher purpose.

REFLECTION QUESTION
What is the nature of the evolved lover in you? What are its qualities? What support
does that version of you need to be fully realized?

Creating A Relationship Vision Workbook
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THE NEEDS LADDER
From transactional love to sufficiency and service
There is a natural evolution to our relationship to needs as we begin to feel
more and more secure in our primary love relationships. By observing how
our relationship to needs evolve over time, we can start to design a relationship that will
help us climb up the "needs ladder."
In a common ordinary relationship, partners spend a lot of attention on who’s getting
who’s needs met. Our attention can get inwardly focused and arrested here in a
transactional form of love.
In an extraordinary relationship you have climbed the needs ladder of transactional love,
knowing that your needs are sufficiently met allowing you to have liberated attention on
how your relationship can be in service.

“We live in sufficiency. We focus on being of service.”
“Our life is good and our needs are met.”
“We optimize for meeting each other’s needs.”
“I am trying to get my needs met.”
“I don’t believe my needs will ever be met.”

REFLECTION QUESTION
Where on this needs ladder do you tend to be most often? If you are in a
relationship, where on this needs ladder does your partner tend to be?

Creating A Relationship Vision Workbook
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WHO GETS TO DECIDE?
Who gets their way and why?
Let’s settle one of the oldest debates in love, "Who gets their way?" When two people in
love each want different things, how do you decide who gets their way (and who doesn't)?
This question is at the center of a power struggle that can either tear your relationship
apart or strengthen its bonds.
Most romantic partnerships aren't even aware of how they decide, they just do it
unconsciously. Often there is an imbalance, where one or the other person in the
partnership always gets their way. But even when things seem balanced, if the partnership
is deciding what to do based on preferences rather than purpose, conflict is never too far
around the corner.
ORDINARY RELATIONSHIP: Cycle of Control <-> Collapse
Power & Preferences Decide => Leading to Compromise, Conflict & Resentment
There are winners and losers - One gets their way, one compromises.
EXTRAORDINARY RELATIONSHIP:
3rd Pole / Larger Relationship Content Decides => Leading to Shared Growth
You ask, what would serve our 3rd pole/our vision for being in this relationship? It’s
generally clear to BOTH people which way will lead them farther down the path toward
their 3rd pole.

REFLECTION QUESTION
How do you make decisions in your relationship? What have you been
using to make key decisions in your relationships in the past? How has
that worked? How do your needs and preferences tend to get decided?

Creating A Relationship Vision Workbook
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3 CATEGORIES OF RELATIONSHIP VISIONS
Every relationship vision tends to fall into one of these three categories:
CATEGORY #1 - SAFETY: To create a foundation of safety and healing. Safety, home,
peace, harmony, refuge, healing, devotion, partnership.
CATEGORY #2 - HAPPINESS: To be happy and joyful. Bliss, joy, pleasure, satisfaction,
excitement, beauty, grace, appreciating the present moment, freedom. ”
CATEGORY #3 - GROWTH: To grow and evolve. Transcendance, evolution,
transformation, change, vision, innovation, risk, courage, passion, imagination.

Can’t I have all three?
Of course, we all want Safety, Happiness, and Growth. And every relationship will have
elements of all three, but a relationship with one of these categories as a primary focus will
look very different than one with a different focus.
Your relationship vision affects who you choose to be, what you want to do, what values are
most important to you, and how you make decisions with each other.

Keep In Mind:
● These categories are just general. When you follow the step-by-step process we’ll
help you create a very specific relationship vision that is unique to you and your
relationship.

● Your 3rd pole can shift over time and should change and continue to match you and
your relationship.

REFLECTION QUESTION
Which of the 3 categories Safety, Happiness, or Growth feels most
important to you? What would you guess is most important to your
partner?
Creating A Relationship Vision Workbook
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COMMON MISTAKES PEOPLE MAKE
Forming a relationship vision that feels good and also has the power to move past your
current evolutionary blocks requires a way of thinking that most of us haven't done a lot of.
Even if you've done things that sound similar (like describing what you want your future to
be like or making a list of qualities you want in a partner) the exercise that you are
completing throughout this module is unique and specific. There are three common
mistakes to watch out for when creating your relationship vision:

1) MISTAKE#1: To create a relationship vision that is too vague or too general. If
your vision isn’t specific enough it won’t actually help you to make the important
decisions and answer the important questions in your lives and it won’t

2) MISTAKE#2: To create a relationship vision that sounds good but doesn’t
actually motivate you or your partner on a day-to-day basis. It may be inspiring to
think of yourself as someone who is committed to world peace, but unless you are
actually inspired to do the work because of an intrinsic motivation, soon your “vision”
will become a kind of lie that hangs over you and your relationship.

3) MISTAKE#3: To create a relationship vision that motivates you because you are
trying to make up for some deficiency you feel in your partner, your relationship,
or yourself. Since the true nature of yourself is infinite, any strategy based on an
assumed deficiency will ultimately be false, because the assumption of lack it is
based on is also false.
You can tell you’ve got a powerful relationship vision if it can help you make big decisions
like... Where should we live?, Should we allow your mother to live with us? And what kind of
education should we provide for our kids? It can also help resolve conflicts and even help
with small decisions like, ‘What should we do for fun this weekend? ‘

REFLECTION QUESTION
Which of these 3 mistakes could you see yourself making and why? How
might you avoid making them as you create your 3rd pole?

Creating A Relationship Vision Workbook
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GOOD EXAMPLES
These are examples of well-formed relationship visions that are likely to have a powerful
impact on the couples that live into them.
GOOD EXAMPLE #1:
To inspire full self expression in those we relate to.
GOOD EXAMPLE #2:
To heal ourselves and others from the shame that we are not enough
GOOD EXAMPLE #3:
To lead an extraordinary life embodying freedom, devotion, transcendence,
contribution, and community.
GOOD EXAMPLE #4:
To push our edges and remove the walls that separate and divide us from one
another.
GOOD EXAMPLE #4:
To empower those around us to feel their most creative, capable, and wise
GOOD EXAMPLE #5:
To heal the divide - holding multiple perspectives with truth, harmony, and balance
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BAD EXAMPLES
These are examples of poorly formed relationship visions that will have a less powerful
impact on your relationship and showcase some of the most common mistakes we see.
BAD EXAMPLE #1:
To make each other happy.
Why? You’ll think you are failing anytime you are feeling any other emotion other
than happiness. Also happiness tends to be an emergent property that is a function
of a healthy relationship with many variables rather than something you go after
directly.
BAD EXAMPLE #2:
To have a family.
If you sacrifice your life for your kids, you’re training them to sacrifice their life for
their kids and then it doesn’t matter how many generations of humanity, no one has
a life. Plus you want to teach your kids that they are more than their roles.
BAD EXAMPLE #3:
To stay together no matter what.
Again you want a 3rd pole / a purpose for relating that is larger than you and your
relationship. Something that is important to you in all your interactions - not just
with your partner.
BAD EXAMPLE #4:
To become enlightened.
This example could be too general. What specifically are you wanting to awaken?
How will you know that you and others have awakened? Again the vision you create
could be short hand for something that has a lot of meaning that is very specific to
you and you want to make sure that whatever words you choose they call up that
specificity for you such that you’d know when you were or were not living into your
vision.
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RELATIONSHIP VISION PROCESS
Step-By-Step Process For Creating A Powerful Relationship Vision
Begin by writing separately in your journals. Don’t plan on sharing what you write, this is
purely for your own self-investigation to prepare you for the most effective conversation
about your shared relationship vision. We recommend taking the time to get it right,

STEP 1 - Self investigation
STEP 2 - Partner reflection
STEP 3 - Share what you learned about yourself
STEP 4 - Share what you learned about your partner
STEP 5 - Look for common themes
STEP 6- Develop your relationship vision
STEP 7 - Test your vision
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PARTNERED EXERCISE:
Relationship Vision Step By Step
STEP 1: Self Investigation (Write In Journal)
1. What is so important to you that you’d rather live alone for the rest of your life than
permanently give up on it?

2. What are you so passionate about, that you’d continue to do even if you could never
receive any money, recognition, or gratitude for it?

3. What are you less committed to than people think? What are you more committed to
than people think?

4. When in the last year did you feel a “fire in your belly”? What lit that fire?

5. When in your life have you experienced the most flow state? What were you doing?
What skills or gifts of yours were being called upon?

Creating A Relationship Vision Workbook
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Now, using your intuition and what you know about your partner, answer questions about
your impression of their values and commitments.

STEP 2: Partner Reflections (Write In Journal)
1. If you could describe your partner’s life as a “mission”, what mission are they on?

2. When have you seen your partner light up the most? What were they doing? Who were
they contributing to?

3. Where is your partner less committed than they pretend to be (or advertise to others).
Where are they more committed ?

4. What is the biggest contribution you’ve seen your partner make to people outside the
home? What skill or gift allowed them to make that contribution?

5. Where have others seen your partner the “same way” that you do: Appreciating the
best things about them? What caused them to see your partner in this way?
Now it’s time to start sharing with your partner.

Creating A Relationship Vision Workbook
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STEP 3: Sharing What You Learned About Yourself
Create an intentional space for this conversation. It should be free from clutter, distractions,
and feel good, like you want your relationship to feel.
Partner A:

Share what you’ve learned about yourself through the writing exercise.
Share any themes that you’ve noticed in your answers. Once you are complete,
say “check”

Partner B:

Share what you heard Partner A say. Once you’ve done that, then offer what
came up for you as you heard Partner A talking. Make sure to mention the
things that surprised you most and the things that surprised you the least.

Partner A and Partner B Switch and repeat Step Three.

STEP 4: Sharing What You Learned About Your Partner
This can be a continuation of the same conversation, or you can choose to do this at
another time, spreading out the process so you each have plenty of time to integrate what
is said between you.
Partner A: Share what new thoughts you had about your partner during the writing
exercise. Share anything that came up for you that you haven’t told your partner before
(good news or bad news)
Once you are complete, say “check”
Partner B: Don’t interject while Partner A is talking. Wait for your partner to say “check”
before adding to the conversation.
Share what you heard Partner A say. Once you’ve done that, then offer what came up for
you as you heard Partner A talking. Make sure to mention the things that surprised you
most and the things that surprised you the least.
Partner A and Partner B Switch and repeat Step Three.
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STEP 5: Look For Common Themes
This can be a continuation of the same conversation, or you can choose to do this at
another time. Partner A and B together: Look for Common Themes relating to your
passions, values, and commitments. Use any of the following frames that feel helpful and
inspire creativity.
The Company Branding Frame
Imagine that you and your partner were each corporations and that you were merging
your companies together and you’re meeting to create a logo and a slogan for your new
venture. What are some of the best ways of communicating to the outside world what is
unique and powerful about your partnership, given your individual commitments and
passions?
The Epic Movie Frame
Imagine that you are making an epic movie of your life stories and this is the first scene.
What would be the most exciting part of the movie? What great challenges or
accomplishments would the main characters undertake? How would it end? What would
the audience be left thinking about themselves and their world?
The Biggest Threat Frame
What do you think the biggest threat is to your happiness? To the relationship? To your
community? To Humanity? What commitments could you make that would make your
relationship vision help mitigate these threats and reward you with taking the risks you
took to get where you are.

The Absurd In 30 Years Frame
There are many things that were considered normal 30 years ago in our culture that now
would be considered absurd. From grocery store check out tellers smoking as they handle
your vegetables to mothers slapping their kids in public when they misbehave, culture has
changed a lot in a short amount of time (when compared to the length of time you might
imagine being with your partner) What is considered normal today that you’d like to be a
part of making culturally absurd 30 years from now?

The Zero To One Frame
In Peter Thiel's book on Silicon Valley startup mentality, he famously asks the question,
“What is one thing you believe that almost no one else believes?” Ask yourselves that
Creating A Relationship Vision Workbook
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question and imagine what actions you might take together consistent with that belief
that would have you going against the grain - together.

STEP 6: Develop Your Relationship Vision
This can be a continuation of the same conversation, or you can choose to do this at
another time.
Based on the entire experience of the writing, conversations, and thought exercises you’ve
done as a partnership, what appears to be the Relationship Vision that inspires you both
most.
Try to state it in as few words as possible, like “To Live An Extraordinary Life” or “To Heal The
Wounds Of The Past” or “To Open Hearts And Expand Minds”.
Make sure that it applies not just to you, but to those you might be in community with or
be in service to. (Notice it says “To Heal The Wounds…” not “To Heal My Wounds…”)
Try on your new relationship vision by remembering old conflicts or difficult decisions you
had to make in the past. Think about the routines of your life now and imagine which ones
fit and which ones might need to change if you were to fully commit to this new
relationship vision..
How does your new relationship vision support you in thinking of new solutions? Do you
feel more aligned? More creative? More inspired?

STEP 7: Test Your New Relationship Vision
Put a date on the calendar for 3 to 4 weeks in the future. When that date comes, look back
at the previous month and talk about the ways your relationship vision feels real and alive,
and the ways it might seem artificial or forced.
Don’t be shy about adjusting your vision as many times as it takes to settle on something
that anchor your evolutionary relationship to a powerful 3rd pole.
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RELATIONAL SKILL#1: LIVING YOUR
VALUES
What is a value?
Dictionary definition: “One's judgement of what is important in life.” A value is an
experience that it is important for you to have of yourselves, each other, and the world
around you. A value is not a thing that you value, like “my gold watch” or even “marriage”. It
is the experience that you want to have in relationship to that thing, like “Success” or “Love”.
You’ll find your values in the places where there is high emotional content for you....
● The things that keep you up at night
● Your complaints about your partner
● The Decisions you make
● The tradeoffs and compensation patterns you choose

What Does It Mean To “Know Your Values”
A person that knows their own values continually expands their understanding and
appreciation for their core values in all their forms and expressions.
Someone who knows their own values can...
● Recite what they are by name
● Evaluate any experience from that value’s point of view
● Understand how a decision enhances or detracts from that values
● Be aware of which trade-offs they are making and why
● Ask people close to them what their values are and receive similar reflections
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SOLO EXERCISE:
Values Prioritization
1. Make a list of the top 10 values that you ‘can’t live without’ experiencing in your life.
See the list of 100 values below if you need help identifying yours.
2. Take two of the values and compare them. Your partner asks “If you could have either
one of these 2 values but not both, which do you choose? “ Note the answer.
3. Take the value you chose and pick a different value to compare it with. Ask again “If
you could have either one of these values but not both, which do you choose?”
4. Keep doing this until you have all the values sorted in order of most important to
least.
5. Look at your completed list. Make any last minute changes you need to in order to
feel that the list represents you well.

List Of 100 Values
Accomplishment
Accountability
Acceptance
Adventure
Authenticity
Beauty
Challenge
Change
Cleanliness
Collaboration
Commitment
Communication
Competence
Competition

Excellence
Fairness
Faith
Faithfulness
Family Belonging
Freedom
Friendship
Fun
Generosity
Gentleness
Gratitude
Growth
Hard work
Happiness
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Leadership
Love
Loyalty
Meaning
Order
Partnership
Passion
Peace
Personal Growth
Perseverance
Pleasure
Practicality
Privacy
Progress
21

Simplicity
Skill
Spirituality
Stability
Strength
Success
Timeliness
Tolerance
Tradition
Transcendence
Tranquility
Trust
Truth
Unity
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Inclusivity
Connection
Cooperation
Creativity
Determination
Devotion
Discipline
Discovery
Diversity
Efficiency
Enjoyment
Equality

Harmony
Health
Honor
Improvement
Independence
Individuality
Integrity
Intelligence
Joy
Justice
Kindness
Knowledge

Prosperity
Quality
Reliability
Resourcefulness
Respect
Responsiveness
Results
Sacredness
Safety
Security
Sensitivity
Service

Variety
Vision
Wealth
Well-Being
Wisdom

Your Top 10 Values (In Priority Order)
1.

6.

2.

7.

3.

8.

4.

9.

5.

10.
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HOW TO RESOLVE VALUES CONFLICTS:
What are value conflicts?
When we feel love, safety, and belonging we are often expressing most of the positive
values on the list above and they don’t appear in conflict.
A “values conflict” is making a difficult choice between two good things and diminishing
one in order to express the other. Values conflicts come up when two people want to live
by their values and as they partner with someone else they feel like their values are
sometimes at odds and it doesn’t feel possible to handle a situation without one person
compromising their values over another.

Developing Compensation Patterns Around Your Values
Once you practice making that trade then you start to develop all the skills needed to
compensate for the lack of the value you didn’t choose. It can start to feel normal to you to
go without the value you didn’t choose, even though you really do want to have more of it
in your life. This plays a role in forming your “personality”.
If it feels like you have to choose between two values (in yourself or between your values
and your partner’s), then there is something else mixed in with the value that doesn’t
belong. it deserves a closer look to see how either of those values might be distorted.
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PARTNERED EXERCISE: Integrating Your
Values With Your Partner’s Values
This partnered exercise is designed to help you both discover together how your values can
live together, include each other, and even enhance each other - even when at first it may
seem like they might be mutually exclusive. This process is called “Integration”.
It’s okay if you have different reasons for being in the relationship however if you do, each
person needs to hold sacred the other person’s reason and not belittle it and be annoyed
by it
1. Share your Top 10 Values list in priority order from the Solo Exercise with your
partner and compare the values in each of your #1 spots. Compare your lists.
2. Where are they similar? Where are they different? Are there any surprises on your
list or your partner’s list? Discuss the answers to these questions with your partner.
3. Now take another look at the differences between your list and your partner’s list.
How do you relate to those differences. Are they what you each love most about
each other? Are those different values the source of tension or conflict in the
relationship? Are they exciting ways you know you will learn more from your
partner? Are they ways you sometimes feel incompatible with your partner? Share
your answers to each of these questions with each other.
4. Take your #1 value and your partner’s #1 value. Place two chairs across from each
other and imagine you have your #1 value seated in one chair and your partner’s #1
value seated in the other chair.
5. Imagine that each value is represented by a person sitting in the chair. For the rest
of this process, use your imagination to answer questions from the perspective of
that value. This imaginary person is like a spokesperson for that value. You and your
partner will undoubtedly imagine different things, and that’s great. It means
together you will have a deeper, more rich understanding of that value by
including both of your perspectives.
6. Make contact with each “value”, taking a moment to thank them for being
prepared to communicate with you. If you each could sense your #1 value in the
room with you, what would it look like? You may get an image that symbolises the
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value to you, or what its voice would sound like, or a felt sense of how that value
feels in your body.
7. Sit in the chair that represents your #1 value while your partner sits in the chair that
represents theirs. Open a channel of communication between the part of you
that is the spokesperson for your #1 value and the part of them that’s the
spokesperson for their #1 value that will live beyond this exercise and share what
most needs to be known.
8. Ask yourself ‘What is this value trying to do for me and what is really important to
it? Listen for the answer that comes and share that with your partner. Continue to
ask: “What does this value give me that is even more important than that?” Share
that with your partner. Listen to your partner’s answers to these sames questions
about their #1 value
9. Ask yourself if you can sense how these two values are both part of you, and that
they both want the best for you.
10. Imagine what the two parts representing those values would look like if they
worked together to achieve what is most important to you.
11. Now switch seats and have your partner sit in the chair as your #1 value and you to
sit in the chair with your partner’s #1 value. It’s important as you switch seats that
you hold your partner’s value as sacred and realize that this is their tether to the
relationship and to their self expression.
12. Repeat steps #5 - 9
13. Now create a 3rd position where you can observe the entire system that includes
both of you, your relationship, and each of your values. From this position, that can
sense all the dynamics and the bigger picture, ask yourself ‘What is this
relationship of people and values doing for me? What is really important to the
whole system? Listen for the answer that comes and share it with your partner.
Ask your partner to do the same and share that with you.
14. After you complete the exercise, debrief and share with your partner what you
learned, if anything, about these values from doing this exercise.
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LIVING YOUR VALUES
Why people don’t live their values?
People relate to their values as ‘culturally rewarded qualities’ that often live as external
standards. It's hard to seperate your voices in your head. The external voice of “should” vs.
your inner voice of truth, your true self.. Anything that’s external to you tends to not be
embodied - it might be something you aspire to be but if it occurs as an external standard
it’s likely not something you fully embody in every decision and behavior.
To explore how to live your values starts with learning the difference between the voices where the “shoulds” don’t match your actual behavior. This is a red flag that can tell you
that this isn’t a true value you are living. It may be something you would like to be true
about you but hasn’t been fully integrated. They are times we’re triggered and everything
we value goes right out the window, because we are acting like a scared animal. But there
also things we say we value that we routinely fail to exhibit or invest in - even when we’re
not triggered.
So an important step to living by a set of values is admitting that you are already living by a
(different) set of values. If you think you aren’t you don’t have access to changing them.
Look at the behaviors that really matter to you (high emotional content) as the most
important clues to what motivates you. They are everywhere, but they are easiest to see in
the values that are most important. Go underneath any judgements you have, excavate
the value underneath. What value felt like it needed standing for? When there’s tension
with someone else, notice what value THEY are standing for. That will tell you that you likely
chose a different value when they appear like they are in conflict.
So how do you know which values you ARE living into? The truest measure is what’s visible
in the behaviors and decisions you do repeatedly. Notice what value is motivating that
behavior. Those are the values that you are actually living by.
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SOLO EXERCISE:
How Would Your Values Decide
1. Look at the last 3 decisions you made. What did you choose? What value drove that
choice. What value could have been represented by making the opposite choice?
2. Compare the values you are embodying now based on reviewing your last 3
decisions with the Top 3 values you listed in the Values Prioritization exercise.
a. Were the top values you listed the same values driving the last 3 decisions you
made?
b. If not, what would [that value] do in those situations? What would that value
have decided?
c. Ask yourself....What would [your value i.e. love] do?, What would [integrity] do?
What would it definitely NOT do? What other sacrifice would that value be
willing to make?
3. Look at decisions not yet made and ask “what would that value do in that situation?
4. If your top 1-3 values are telling you to do different things, then ask:
a. “What would [value 1 i.e. Love] AND [value 2 i.e.Integrity] do?” or
b. What would [value 1 i.e. Love] and [value 2 i.e. Integrity] agree on
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RELATIONAL SKILL#2: HOLD THE HIGHEST
The 2nd relational skill is “Holding Your Partner In The Highest”. This means interpreting
their behavior--even and especially the behavior you don’t want to see more of--as coming
from a positive intention and meaning something positive about them and about the two
of you together. It means seeing budding capability rather than limitation and and looking
for signs of growth and greatness rather than reinforcing stories of flaws, woundedness,
and incapability.

1,100 Scientific Studies On Love
Brian Ogolsky, A professor of human development at the University of Illinois,
looked at 1,100 different studies to identify the most commonly-used
strategies for staying happy together.
Ogolsky found that couples that stay happy together interpret their lover’s
behavior in a positive way: Lovers often give their partners the benefit of the
doubt and attribute the best possible motives to their behavior.
“For example if your partner cheats on you, you can make a number of
attributions about that”, says Ogolsky. “You could say ‘My partner is a dirtbag
and I really hate him. He’ll probably do that again’”. If that’s the case, the
relationship likely won’t succeed. But sometimes people try to give their
partners more credit than that, he points out. “You could choose to
reinterpret it as that he’d made a mistake and it was a one-time thing.”

Who You Are vs. The Choices You Make
One empowering frame to hold for your partner is that anything beautiful about them is
because of who they are. Anything problematic about your partner is because of choices
they have made or are making. There is nothing problematic about who your partner is,
and there never has been. This reinforces the freedom and flexibility for them to resolve
any problems simply by making different choices rather than having to change who they
are.
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SOLO EXERCISE:
Finding The Triumphs
This solo exercise is designed to stretch your ability to hold your partner in the highest.
1) What is something that is easier for your partner now than it used to be (or what is
something they used to have difficulty with that they now don’t)?
a) If you’ve been together 1 year name two
b) if you’ve been together over 2 years name three or more
2) Looking at the list, notice that your partner is not a fixed thing, but rather a ‘work in
progress’ and that who they really are is the capacity to make these changes rather
than however it seems to be in any given year. Start to appreciate what it takes to be
the kind of person that can grow and self-improve in this way.
3) Now think of a pattern of behavior that you don’t appreciate in your partner.
Something that maybe they’ve struggled to change or a blind spot they haven’t
been able to see.
a) Is there a different way of being from their past that this is actually an
improvement on? What behavior would this be a triumph over?
b) If you don’t know, can you imagine that it might be a triumph over how they
were treated as a child, or how they were ‘trained’ to behave by their family of
origin?
c) Looking at the behavior this way, can you see that even if it is not what you or
they might prefer today, it is still a triumph. And that the essence of your
partner is that they are innocent, even if they haven’t arrived at who they most
want to be yet in this way?
4) This is more the truth of who your partner is than any frustration or judgment you
have about their shortcomings.
a) If you were to remember that this is who they really are, how would you speak
to your partner?
b) How would you touch them?
c) What tone of voice would you use?
d) What might you say that you haven’t said (frequently enough or at all)
e) How would you handle it when you were frustrated, disappointed, or afraid?
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SOLO EXERCISE:
Identifying Your Partner’s “True Essence”
1) Appreciating your partner as a changing, evolving, triumphant person, start to see
the direction they are headed.
2) Who are they turning into? If given enough time and resources, who would they
eventually become, in their highest expression?
3) See this as their true essence. Notice that this essence shines through in how they do
what they do, even when they are not 100% on track. Notice that you could feel or
sense this essence very early on in your relationship, and it was a big part of how and
why you fell in love in the first place.
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PARTNERED EXERCISE:
Sharing The Impact
The purpose of this exercise is to stop and notice the ways in which your partner is evolving,
and then to share with them the positive impact of those changes. This helps you see each
other as ever changing, and encourages a disposition of curiosity and wonder. It is also a
way of giving your partner the experience of being truly seen.
1) Think about who your partner was a few years ago (3-5?). Get a sense of what they
were like to interact with, and what it felt like to be you then, interacting with them
then.
2) Now think about them today. (is this where the time frame of the last few weeks
would come in?).
a) How do the two versions of your partner feel different from each other?
b) What has improved or matured in your partner over that period of time?
c) What’s something that might have been a trade-off before (like having fun
and being responsible) that is a both-and now for them?
3) Now share with your partner:
a) “I remember when it used to be true for you that _____. I loved that part of you.
Over the years, I’ve seen that part of you grow into ______. Now, instead of
________ (being a challenge or a trade/off), you seem to ______ (have ease or
have both/and). I admire this in you so much.”
b) “The impact of this change on me is, that I (feel/get to/experience) ________”
c) “Thank you!”
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RELATIONAL SKILL#3: BE THE WE
Identify As Something Larger Than Yourself
The skill of “Be The We” involves the ability to be flexible with your identity.
Sometimes you may identify as an individual. When you think of your needs,
desires, concerns, hopes, and dreams - you may think of those in individual
terms, as distinct from the needs, desires, etc. of your partner.
“Be The We” is when you can also identify as a couple. As a “We”. When you think of your
desires, you think of the collective desires of the partnership. When you think of the needs
you think of the collective needs. When you think of your concerns you think of your
collective concerns. When you identify AS the partnership, different ideas about what is
important and how to behave arise automatically.

It takes courage and consideration
Stephen Covey’s model of “Win/Win” comes
from a balance of courage and consideration.
If you tend to sacrifice your needs in favor of the
needs of others, adding more courage can help
bring you into balance.
If you tend to sacrifice the needs of others in
favor of your own, adding more consideration of
others can help bring you into balance.
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ME FOCUSED BELIEFS
Belief:

“If I don’t take care of me, no one else will”

Remedy:

Trust that you are OK and will be OK. You are always fully supported in having
the exact experience you are generating for yourself.

Belief:

“I’ll be less free or feel more constrained if I have to restrict myself to things
other people think are OK. I’ll have to do things I don’t want to do if I identify
as the “we”.

Remedy:

Trust that the “We” is committed to your freedom and self expression, and
takes that into account in a manner that doesn’t sacrifice the “We’s” other
needs. If it didn’t take your freedom and self expression into account, it
wouldn’t be the “We”, it would be the “Them”.
Use the resistance of the “We” to your desires as a sign that you yourself are
not fully congruent with them. The “We” takes into account all your parts,
including the parts of you you may not be aware of yourself.

Belief:

“I won’t get to be who I really am if I am controlled by other people’s emotions
all the time.”

Remedy:

Use a relationship vision or 3rd pole to decide what to do, not avoidance of
each other’s emotions. (Optional: which could be sourced by insecurities that
the “We” is committed to healing.) This way emotions are not controlling you,
you are instead deciding what to do based on a shared vision of the future.
Any emotion (yours or other people’s) that you are willing to feel cannot
control you.

Belief:

“I don’t trust that what my partner wants and needs is good for us”

Remedy:

Sometimes that is true. Sometimes it is not. Instead of using your preferences
to determine which is which, use the 3rd pole or relationship vision as your
divining rod.
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PARTNERED EXERCISE:
Sharing The Impact
1. Review the list of Me Focused beliefs above. Which of the above beliefs do you most
resonate with? Notice which one tends to be the most common reason you might
resist ‘Being The We’ - whether it’s something you’ve heard yourself say to your
partner or a private thought you sometimes have. Circle that belief and share it with
your partner and have your partner do the same.
2. Now each of you read the Remedy for the belief that you circled and commit to
trying on this remedy for the next 7 days and sharing your experience.
(Then throughout the coming weeks, not now during the course)
3. Answer the following questions and share them with your partner:
a. How often did you tend to have your ME FOCUSED BELIEF this week?
b. How often did you tend to experience WE FOCUSED REMEDY this week?
c. Did you feel more or less access to ‘Being The We’ in the situations that came
up throughout the week?
d. Did your needs and desires feel more or less at risk this week?
e. What benefits (if any) did you experience from taking on these new beliefs and
remedies? What downsides (if any) did you experience from taking on these
new beliefs
f. What was the impact on your partner this week doing this exercise?
g. What was the impact on you as your partner was doing the same thing this
week?
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SOLO EXERCISE:
The Difference Between “Me” And The “We”
The purpose of this exercise is to practice moving between identifying as the “Me” and
identifying as the “We”. Like getting up and sitting in different chairs in the same room, you
may find that you look upon the same circumstances with a completely different
viewpoint. The more fluidly you can move between “Me” and “We”, the less fear or concern
you may have about getting stuck in one or the other position and not being able to get
back.
1. Take a decision that has been hard to agree on. Either you each feel strongly in
opposite directions, or you both find it hard to know which way to go.
2. First make a list of outcomes that you hope the decision will bring about under the
heading: “What Do I Want”
3. Then make a list of the core needs that are most important to you under the
heading “What Do I Need”
4. Then make the same list on your partner’s behalf, using your best guess: “What does
my partner want?” and “What does my partner need?”
5. Now take a moment and imagine that you are speaking on behalf of your entire
relationship. Feel that the relationship itself has desires and needs as well. These may
overlap with your individual needs and they may be completely different.
6. Make a list from this last perspective. “What Does the “We” Want?”
7. Finally, make the list “What Does The “We” Need”?
8. Look at the three sets of lists. How are they the same? How are they different? What
did you learn about yourself, your partner, and your relationship?
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PARTNERED EXERCISE:
The 7-day “Be The We” Challenge
This is a fun challenge you can do with your partner to really expand your collective sense
of “Be The We” and find new places where it can bear fruit in your love story.
1. Ask your partner “What is an area of life where you think I would benefit from
practicing “Being the We”?
2. (Partners: This is an opportunity to allow your partner to broaden their identities, not
an opportunity for you to unload a reservoir of complaints from the past! Choose
something that is important to you, and also something that is likely to make your
partner feel empowered and capable of arriving at a new perspective.)
3. Take that area and do the SOLO EXERCISE above if you haven’t already. Create a “Be
The We” journal that you will use to write in for the next 7 days. Use the journal to do
the SOLO EXERCISE.
4. Write down 3 things that you could do differently that would be acting on the
perspective of the wants and needs of the “We”. Share these with your partner.
5. Every morning for 7 days before you brush your teeth, re-read the list of wants and
needs from the “We”. Think for a minute to yourself about the day ahead and how
you might make choices consistent with the wants and needs of the “We”, given your
agenda and commitments for the day.
6. Every evening before bed, write down your answers to the following questions:
a.
b.
c.
d.

To what degree did I keep “Being the We” alive today?
What was a thought I had that is consistent with “Being the We”?
What was something I said today that is consistent with “Being the We”?
What was an action I took today that is consistent with “Being the We”?
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7. On the evening of the 7th day, reread everything you wrote in your “Be the We”
Journal. Answer the questions:
a. “What did you learn this week about the area that your partner suggested you
focus on?”
b. “What did you learn about “Being the We”?
8. In a intimate conversation with your partner, share your answers to #7. This can
either be done with each partner considering the same area, each partner
considering different areas, or only one partner doing the exercise, as desired.
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RELATIONAL SKILL #4: YES AND
Resolving The Paradox Of Competing Desires
It’s common to have moments when you and your partner want different things. We often
experience a paradox, where you can’t each have what you want as there is a seeming
contradiction.
When you apply the relational skill of YES AND….you get to resolve that paradox by being
invited into a whole new world, a whole new dimension where those two values aren’t in
conflict and you pop into a world where they are no longer in conflict.
When values conflict, there is more to learn
When you think you have a values conflict with someone, it’s a sign you have something to
learn.

Presupposition: Values (in their pure form) are never in conflict with each other.
Instead, it’s our strategies, fears, and limited beliefs that make it seem like they are. All
values work together harmoniously. Nothing inherent about any value that detracts from
any other value and in a way it’s the definition of a value.
So what’s really going on? You have a distortion of one value and they have a distortion of
another value and you are fighting over the differences in your distortions. It isn’t actually
the values that are in conflict, it is each person (mis)interpretations of them.

Curiosity is a reliable path toward truth
This means that curiosity and inquiry about how the differences in your partner’s point of
view might inform your own is the path towards a more true understanding of each value,
which will automatically resolve any conflict that appears to be based on differences in
values.
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PARTNERED EXERCISE: Yes And
Check yourself. Do you really want to let the conflict resolve?
Before you begin, ask yourself with rigorous honesty if you are willing to see a different
perspective that could resolve the conflict. If not, do not proceed. No process will work to
resolve a conflict based on misunderstanding if you are not interested in learning
something new. Is it possible that most, if not all, conflicts are based in misunderstanding?
Is it possible that curiosity is the root of all conflict resolution?
Steps 1-3 are done by yourself. Steps 4 and 5 are done together.
1. Identify a situation where you and your partner are in a prolonged conflict. What is
your position?
2. What’s your position?
a. What positive core values are you standing up for? (“Your Light”)
b. What negative future are you attempting to safeguard against? (“Their
Shadow”)
3. What is your partner’s position?
a. What core value are they standing up for? (“Their Light”)
b. What negative future are they attempting to safeguard against? (“Your
Shadow”)
4. To resolve this conflict,
a. PARTNER A: Approach your partner and acknowledge that where you might
have failed to recognize “Their Light” and been overlooking “Your Shadow”. The
more detailed, the better.
b. PARTNER B: Approach your partner and acknowledge that where you might
have failed to recognize “Their Light” and been overlooking “Your Shadow”. The
more detailed, the better.
5. Work together collaboratively to find a solution that includes both “Your Light” and
“Their Light” and successfully avoids “Your Shadow” and “Their Shadow” until all sides
are unified and aligned.
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